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This slip stitch check pattern produces an eye-catching effect, adding texture and interest to the garment. The easy-to-remember instructions make this a perfect introduction to slip stitch color patterns.

Size
One size fits most.

Finished Measurements
Approximately 23 inches around by 15 inches long.

Materials
*Cascade 220® Sport, one skein each of Color A, Color B, and Color C.
Pattern uses colors: 9429 (deep olive green); 2452 (light tonal khaki green); and 2414 (burnt sienna).
*US 6 circular needles (16-inch, 24-inch, or desired length).
*Sewing needle.
*Stitch marker.

Gauge
Approximately 21 stitches and 30 rows per 4 inches in slip stitch pattern.

Instructions
Cast on 120 stitches with Color A; place marker to indicate beginning of round. Join to work in round, being careful not to twist stitches, and work in K1, P1 ribbing for 1 inch.

With Color B, begin 5-round slip stitch pattern:
Rounds 1-4: *K 3, (with yarn remaining in back) sl 1 as if to purl; rep from * .
Round 5: K across. Knit the slipped stitches from front.

Continue 5-row pattern with Color C; repeat with Color A. Continue pattern, alternating Colors B, C, and A, in turn, until cowl measures 14 inches or desired length, ending with Color C.

With Color A, work in K 1, P1 ribbing for 1 inch. Bind off loosely.

Finishing
Work in all loose ends.